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Abstract—Micro aerial vehicles (MAVs) are gaining impor-
tance as image acquisition tools in urban environments, where
areas of interest are often close to buildings and to the ground.
While GPS is still the most widely used sensor for outdoor
localization, urban applications motivate the change towards
visual localization. We present a framework based on metric,
geo–referenced visual landmarks, which can be obtained by
taking images with a consumer camera at ground level. Visual
landmarks serve as prior knowledge to the MAV and allow
robust, high–accuracy localization in urban environments. The
issue of differing camera views in higher altitudes is reduced
by incremental feature updates, a novel technique which boosts
the performance by 30% in comparison to previous work,
facilitates long–term operation, and results in a localization
rate of 83%. We validate the visual pose estimation in–flight by
comparison to IMU and GPS data, and evaluate our positioning
accuracy with respect to differential GPS.

I. INTRODUCTION

Micro aerial vehicles (MAVs) are gaining importance as

image acquisition tools in photogrammetry, but also for

industrial applications such as power–line inspection or

building reconstruction [1]. Areas of interest for close–up

aerial images are often in urban environments, close to the

ground, close to buildings, and possibly close to human

beings. Therefore, we see the need for intelligent autonomy

in terms of systems which can navigate accurately and safely

in an urban outdoor environment.

The usage of unmanned aerial vehicles with an integrated

global positioning system (GPS) for photogrammetric ap-

plications started as early as 1995 [2]. These systems had

the dimensions of a small aircraft to be able to carry the

camera systems of the time, which allowed them to fly only

above an altitude of about 300 meters. With the advent of

MAVs in form of very small and light aircraft or quad-

rotor helicopters it became possible to fly much closer to

buildings. While this permits to obtain high–quality, close–

up images of scenes, it also poses a problem to localization.

GPS can be replaced by much more accurate differential

GPS, if high costs are acceptable; still, both technologies

are not able to detect obstacles and are prone to shadowing

effects caused by neighboring buildings.

While GPS is still the most widely used sensor for out-

door localization, the trend goes towards visual localization.

Figure 1. We present an approach to visual localization which exploits
prior knowledge in form of pictures taken at ground–level to enhance the
accuracy and reliability of position and attitude estimation. Our algorithm
(red trajectory) is neither prone to drift nor bias and therefore outperforms
pure SLAM approaches (blue trajectory) [3].

Zufferey et al. [4] combined GPS–based path following

with vision–based collision avoidance. Their bio–inspired

approach allowed them to fly close to the ground, approx. 9m

above the terrain, while effectively detecting and avoiding

trees during flight. Hrabar and Sukhatme [5] used a similar

approach based on optical flow and differential GPS to

navigate an autonomous helicopter safely through a sim-

ulated urban canyon. Both approaches focus on responding

to obstacles using vision, but not on accurate localization of

the vehicle. Other approaches focus on marker–based visual

localization [6] or visual outside–in tracking [7] which is

not suitable for outdoor usage.

Visual SLAM (simultaneous localization and mapping)

dominates the field of visual localization in aerial robotics.

Bloesch et al. [8] first used Parallel Tracking and Mapping

(PTAM) [9] for monocular MAV navigation in unstructured

indoor environments. Recent work of Achtelik et al. [10]

showed how the same approach can be used outdoors by

fusing it with additional sensors available to an MAV. They

demonstrate how visual input can be successfully used for

control of an MAV despite the insufficient pose update

rates on constrained hardware. However, their localization

framework requires a nadir view of the camera and a textured



ground plane. This significantly limits the possible applica-

tions, as for instance paved roads or grass cause problems.

Additionally, it has been recently shown [3] that the usually

reliable PTAM algorithm is only suitable for short-term pose

estimation in large–scale outdoor environments, and cannot

compete with algorithms which make use of prior knowledge

about the scene (see Fig. 1).

According to the work of Konolige and Bowman [11]

on lifelong maps, long–term visual localization requires an

accurate map with good features, but should also allow

incremental mapping and recovery from localization failures.

An additional requirement for MAVs is the possibility to

switch between GPS and visual localization, as visual maps

are unnecessary when flying high above buildings or in wide

open spaces.

In this paper, we present a framework which aims for

long–term visual localization and fulfills the requirements

listed above. We propose to create metric, geo–referenced

3D models, in the following called visual landmarks, by

taking pictures with a consumer camera from eye–level

above ground. Monocular localization in such a landmark

can be achieved based on the concept of virtual views and

motion constraints [3], with an accuracy superior to GPS and

at a speed of 4 frames per second. However, the aerial views

of an MAV can considerably differ from what a camera on

eye–level above ground captures. As a result, localizing a

quad–rotor MAV in an urban environment works up to a

certain height above ground, but pose estimation fails for

high–altitude MAV views which differ from the a priori

model knowledge. In this work, we therefore

• introduce an incremental feature update step which al-

lows to fuse in–flight information back into the original

scene model and improves localization results by up to

30%,

• show how to exploit additional sensor information to

ensure localization robustness and incremental local-

ization convergence, and

• evaluate the performance of our algorithm by compari-

son to a differential GPS system in a global coordinate

system.

II. FRAMEWORK

Visual landmarks are the fundamental concept of our

work. We assume that significant parts of the scene such

as buildings or trees do not alter their geometry for days,

probably even years, and can therefore serve as natural land-

marks. To cope with appearance changes we rely on the 3D

alignment of reconstructions taken at different times of the

day and in different seasons [12]. Imagery for our approach

can be collected from many sources such as Microsoft

Streetside or Google Streetview, or by manually taking

pictures of the area with a consumer camera. However, the

input data is usually collected at eye–level above ground,

Figure 2. Our framework for visual localization is based on Visual

Landmarks. 3D models of the environment are geo–referenced and a set
of virtual views is generated for the area. The proposed system is able to
provide geo–localizations to an MAV with about 4 frames per second in an
outdoor environment. This is not fast enough to navigate the vehicle based
on vision only, but a bias-free pose estimate is crucial to correct the drift
of other sensors.

which requires novel methods such as the one proposed here

to use the data for MAV localization.

In the following sections, we discuss our 3D recon-

struction pipeline and feature selection, and we present

an approach for geo–referencing the model in a global

coordinate system. Finally, we present our hardware setup

for aerial imaging and online localization. An overview of

the framework can be found in Fig. 2.

A. Scene Reconstruction

We use high–resolution, GPS–enabled consumer cameras

and a Structure from Motion (SfM) approach to create 3D

models of the environment. The atrium scene in Fig. 3(a)

has been captured using a Panasonic TZ–10 camera with a

resolution of 10Mpx and a fixed 25mm wide angle lens. We

employ an SfM pipeline which has shown to deliver very

accurate reconstructions [3]. As a result, we get a sparse

set of 3D points and corresponding SIFT features [13] (see

Fig. 3(b)), which are later used to leverage feature corre-

spondences. The SIFT descriptor has proven to deliver very

accurate feature matches for reconstruction and localization,

but has problems with large viewpoint changes [14]; this

issue lead to the idea of incremental feature updates as

discussed in this paper.

Structure from Motion yields camera orientations and a

sparse set of triangulated points. These entities are sufficient

for a localization task, however for the purpose of geo–
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Figure 3. Atrium scene reconstruction from 157 views. (a) Original view
of the scene. (b) Sparse model and source cameras obtained by Structure
from Motion reconstruction. (c) Geo–referenced semi–dense model in a
local ECEF coordinate system, visualized in a textured DSM of the area.

referencing and visualization a denser model is beneficial.

In particular, we rely on the publicly available patch-based

multiview stereo (PMVS) [15] reconstruction software that is

able to automatically reconstruct a scene from given camera

positions. Since our SfM system delivers sub-pixel accurate

3D camera orientations, PMVS can be run at full image

resolution. The semi-dense reconstruction of the captured

atrium scene, after alignment to a global coordinate system

as explained in the next paragraph, is depicted in Fig. 3(c).

B. Alignment

Alignment of visual maps is important for two reasons:

First, it facilitates the incorporation of additional sensors

during flight and for evaluation, as coordinates obtained by

visual localization are directly comparable to IMU and GPS

readings. Second, it allows an MAV to switch seamlessly be-

tween GPS waypoint mode and visual localization, which is

very important when connecting different visual landmarks.

Geo-referenced model coordinates are represented in a

local Earth-centered, Earth-fixed (local ECEF) coordinate

system. While the global ECEF coordinate system has its

origin at the center of the Earth, with the x axis passing

through the equator at the prime meridian and the z axis

passing through the north pole, local ECEF employs a

tangent plane to the Earth’s surface at a reference point.

By definition, the x axis heads East, the y axis North, and

the z axis up into the sky.

We employ the approach of Wendel et al. [12] for

automatic alignment of 3D reconstructions using a Digital

Surface Model (DSM). First, the noisy GPS locations deliv-

ered by the consumer camera are converted to local ECEF

coordinates and further used to robustly estimate a similarity

transformation for the SfM model. GPS uncertainties are

corrected by an additional refinement step, based on the

correlation of the DSM height map with the model height

map. As a result, we obtain a precisely geo–referenced,

metric visual landmark as depicted in Fig. 3(c).

C. Hardware Setup

Aerial imagery is obtained using a ”Pelican” quad–rotor

MAV by Ascending Technologies and a single industrial

camera (IDS UI-1240SE) with a resolution of 1280 ×
1024px, global shutter, and a 12mm lens. Thanks to the on–

board computer running the Robot Operating System (ROS)

and a wireless 802.11n link, we are able to stream high–

quality images to the ground with 4 frames per second. Our

ground station is equipped with a powerful graphics card

running NVIDIA CUDA, which allows highly parallel data

processing for feature extraction and matching.

Additional sensor data from the inertial measurement unit

(IMU), compass, and global positioning system (GPS) are

automatically preprocessed and fused by the MAV. While

hardware synchronization with the camera trigger would

be desirable, we currently exploit the high update rates of

the sensors and collect IMU and GPS messages between

triggering and receiving an image. Attitude and position

are then estimated using robust statistics. Although this

approach is clearly an approximation, the errors caused by

uncertainties of the individual sensors are much more severe

as shown in Section IV-B.

III. ADAPTIVE IMAGE-BASED LOCALIZATION

Our framework provides a visual landmark in terms of a

large geo–registered 3D point cloud with associated visual

features. While successful pose estimation with thousands

of features is infeasible, the partitioning of the search

space using virtual cameras [3], [16] enables efficient vi-

sual localization in outdoor environments. We introduce an

incremental feature update step to cope with missing aerial

views in the original model, and we validate the estimated

poses using additional sensors such as IMU and GPS.



A. Visual Localization

We build on the algorithm of Wendel et al. [3], who

introduced an algorithm for monocular localization of an

MAV in outdoor environments. The main idea is to fill a

scene with a large number of virtual cameras which hold

NV C(i) correspondences between visible 3D points and

SIFT features [13] each, given the respective camera center

and orientation. This overcomes the problem of matching

all Nquery features from a query image to all features in

the model. Instead, we match only Nquery × NV C(i) ×M

features for a small, feasible subset of M virtual cameras.

As a result, the approach scales very well and it can cope

with ambiguous environments.

The feasible set of virtual cameras is defined by the spatial

distance to the previously estimated position of the camera.

We define the translational and rotational search radii Tmax

and Rmax around that position, which are enlarged in case

the MAV cannot localize its position for a number of frames,

for instance due to close–up views or unusual movements.

Virtual cameras within that search area are ranked based on

appearance using a vocabulary tree [17] and geometrically

verified. In other words, SIFT features extracted in the query

view are matched to those in the virtual view, and then the

absolute pose from three point correspondences (P3P) [18] is

estimated using fast RANSAC methods [19]. Finally, only

poses with a minimal number of effective inliers, Ieff ≥
theff , are accepted. The measure of effective inliers [16]

reports the spatial distribution of inliers within the image; a

high value indicates that the inliers are well distributed and

therefore more reliable.

B. Incremental Feature Update

The previously presented approach has a major drawback,

which is the lack of good features in higher altitudes. This

is caused by using images taken at ground level to create

the model: Virtual cameras are created in an offline step

by storing all 3D points of the model which can be seen

by that camera. For every 3D point X , we use the SIFT

descriptor [13] with the smallest extraction angle

δmin = min
i

arccos (
~XV

‖XV ‖
·

~XEi

‖XEi‖
) (1)

between the virtual camera V and the model camera Ei.

Consequently, δmin increases with the altitude of the virtual

camera as visualized in Fig. 4(a). However, according to [14]

SIFT is only robust to off–image–plane rotations up to

δmin < 30◦. Given for instance a distance between camera

and point of 10 m, this would mean that localization only

works up to a height of 5 m above acquisition height, be-

cause for higher altitudes matching fails and the pose cannot

be estimated robustly. This problem can be circumvented by

adding in–flight information to the model, which we call

incremental feature update.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Incremental feature update. (a) Due to image acquisition from
the ground, higher–altitude views (red) might have an extraction angle
larger than 30◦, causing problems for matching. (b) The problem can
be circumvented by incrementally updating virtual cameras with in–flight
information. The extraction angle for cameras depicted in green is reduced
and features are exchanged; the features of cameras depicted in red stay
the same.

The visual localization of every single frame results in a

set of inlier features. We evaluate the new extraction angle

δupdate = δmin − arccos (
~XL

‖XL‖
·

~XVj

‖XVj‖
) (2)

between the localized camera L and the virtual camera Vj .

Respective inlier features in virtual camera j are updated,

if δupdate > thupdate, i.e. if the new extraction angle is at

least thupdate smaller than the previous one. Note that just

the descriptor has to be exchanged; 3D points and 2D feature

positions in the virtual camera remain constant. This update

step is very fast and does not reduce the localization rate of

4 fps, as we exploit a precomputed list of relevant virtual

cameras for every 3D point. By computing the extraction

angle for every virtual view individually, we ensure that

the average extraction angle is optimized. Virtual cameras

in high altitudes are updated, while the features for lower

altitudes remain the same, as shown in Fig. 4(b).

Incremental feature updates are generally applied in an

online fashion during the flight of the MAV. This allows a

large boost in performance, but early frames do not profit

from new information in later stages of the flight. Therefore,

we run an additional batch update with several iterations

(until convergence) after the flight. Even a single additionally

registered camera can provide the necessary descriptors for

later iterations. During the batch update process we also

update the inverted file tables which are used in vocabulary

tree ranking.

C. Validation using Additional Sensors

A well-known problem in online learning and tracking

is drift due to wrong feature updates, called the template

update problem [20]. If wrong localizations are taken to be

correct, the model is disturbed and the localization drifts

towards the erroneous features. Incremental feature updates



as presented in the previous section can also be affected by

these issues, even though robust methods are applied already.

To overcome this limitation, we propose to validate visual

localization by using the additional global sensors available

to an MAV.

We employ the magnetic field sensors and compass of the

IMU to validate the estimated attitude, and the GPS readings

and pressure sensor to evaluate the estimated position.

Thanks to the alignment of our visual model introduced in

Section II-B, the comparison in a global coordinate system

is straight–forward.

For representing the attitudinal error, we choose a measure

based on a quaternion representation. A quaternion is defined

as Q =
[

ρ
T qw

]T
, with ρ = a sin

(

θ
2

)

and qw = cos
(

θ
2

)

,

where a corresponds to the axis and θ to the angle of

rotation. Thus, the attitude error between the camera attitude

quaternion Qcam and the IMU attitude quaternion Qmagnetic

is calculated as

eattitude = 2arccos
(

||Q−1
camQmagnetic||w

)

, (3)

where || · ||w is an operation that first normalizes the

quaternion resulting from the quaternion multiplication and

then extracts qw. The position error is given as

eposition = ‖





xcam

ycam
zcam



−





xlatitude

ylongitude
zpressure



 ‖, (4)

with xlatitude and ylongitude as GPS position converted to

a local ECEF coordinate system, and zpressure as pressure

height over ground. These error measures are required to be

smaller than a threshold thattitude and thposition, respec-

tively. Shadowing effects, weather changes, and magnetic

fields may disturb these sensors as well, so the validation

should serve as a sanity check rather than a narrow rejection

criterion.

The combination of information about the rough orienta-

tion and position of the MAV in a world coordinate system

also allows us to switch seamlessly between GPS and visual

localization, for instance when navigating between several

visual landmarks. Moreover, it enhances scalability to a

world environment as the feasible set of virtual cameras

discussed in Section III-A is further restricted.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We selected a challenging outdoor environment for eval-

uating our adaptive image-based localization approach. It

is the atrium of a modern building with little texture on

the facades and repetitive structures such as windows and

vegetation. For the creation of the initial visual landmark

we captured 157 images from eye-level above ground. For

the iterative update of the model we acquired two image

sequences (1280×1024px at 4 Hz) of 260 (flight1) and 230

images (flight2) by exploring the atrium in manual flight

mode. Each flight started at the ground and covered a volume
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Figure 5. Localization improvement for two test sets. Dashed lines
show the baseline using the algorithm of Wendel et al. [3], whereas solid
lines depict correctly localized frames (Rvalid) based on IMU validation.
Our adaptive method improves the localization performance Rvalid from
62.8% to 83.1% for flight1, and 74.5% to 83.5% for flight2.

of about 10× 10× 15m3. Further, for the validation of the

position accuracy we captured images at fixed points which

were globally localized using differential GPS (D-GPS).

The localization process including the online update runs

at 4 fps. The runtime of a batch update depends on the length

of the flight and the number of modified virtual cameras, and

results to approx. 5 min per iteration on our datasets.

For the following experiments the parameters mentioned

before were set to thattitude = 10◦, thposition = 20m,

theff = 3, and thupdate = 1◦. The ratio of frames which

are localized correctly is named Rvalid. Rinvalid describes

the ratio of frames which exceed thattitude or thposition and

therefore fail validation.

A. Evaluation of Adaptive Localization

Our first experiment evaluates the benefits of adaptive

localization. Previous work [3] on image-based localization

has already shown that the non-adaptive approach outper-

forms state-of-the-art SLAM with a localization success

of 57% compared to 36%, and a correct localization with

respect to a 1 × 1 × 0.25m3 bounding box of 53% versus

only 8% for SLAM. In contrast, we now validate visual

localization results on-the-fly using additional sensor data

as described in Section III-C. On our own test sequences,

which include IMU and GPS data, we achieve a baseline of

63% for flight1 and 75% for flight2 using the non-adaptive

approach of Wendel et al. [3]. Our evaluation shows that

issues with high–altitude views occur starting at a height of

about 6m, which corresponds to the theoretical result shown

in the previous section.

Fig. 5 shows that adaptive localization can considerably

improve these results. After applying 25 incremental up-

dates, meaning that the inliers of all frames were taken into



Figure 6. Visual localization result for an entire MAV flight. In a non-
adaptive setting, we can localize 62.8% of all frames of this dataset (gray
camera positions). By using our technique of incremental feature updates,
we are able to boost the localization performance to 83.1%, especially for
high–altitude views (red camera positions).
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Figure 7. Localization quality for two test sets. For both testsets, all quality
measures improve when applying incremental feature updates.

account at every iteration except for the first, we achieve a

localization rate of 83% for both flight1 and flight2. This

corresponds to an improvement of up to 30% in comparison

to non-adaptive localization. Even using just the online

update, localization rates of 71% and 80% are reached. The

online update heavily depends on the flight trajectory, as

early frames do not benefit from later frames and thus many

camera localizations might be initially unknown.

Fig. 6 shows the resulting camera positions after applying

our approach. Initially localized cameras are depicted in

gray, positions found after several batch updates are marked

in red. Qualitative examples for localization can be found in

the accompanying video (http://aerial.icg.tugraz.at).

Not only the localization rate but also the localization

quality in terms of matches and pose estimation inliers is

improved by using the adaptive localization. Fig. 7 thus

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Evaluation of visual and GPS accuracies. Camera poses based on
GPS, vision, and differential GPS as reference point are visualized in (a) a
nadir view and (b) an oblique view. Visual localization has been performed
on a visual landmark trained by flight2 to overcome the height limitation,
and performs considerably better than GPS.

compares the mean values of unique matches (Munique),

inliers (Ip3p) and effective inliers (Ieff ). These values con-

siderably increase during the first update and then converge

to a maximum, for both test datasets. Especially Ieff is

important to reliably estimate the MAVs pose, as it addi-

tionally incorporates the distribution of RANSAC inliers in

an image. µ(Ieff ) increases from 9 to 12 points for flight1,

and from 15 to 21 points for flight2.

The update of the model is a critical point because miss-

aligned frames degrade the model quality. We expect that

all localizations passing the additional validation step are

correct. However, this heavily depends on the parameters

thattitude and thposition, so the residual errors have to

be checked. After 25 batch iterations, we achieve a mean

attitude error of µ(eattitude) = 5.1◦ and a mean position

deviation from GPS of µ(eposition) = 6.5m. While the



Table I
LOCALIZATION RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT ATTITUDE ERRORS AFTER

25 INCREMENTAL UPDATE ITERATIONS

Flight thattitude Rvalid Rinvalid µ(eattitude)
1 5◦ 43.7% 41.4% 3.61◦ ± 1.03◦

1 10◦ 82.8% 2.3% 5.04◦ ± 1.85◦

1 15◦ 82.4% 0.8% 5.05◦ ± 1.90◦

2 5◦ 52.4% 42.0% 3.52◦ ± 0.96◦

2 10◦ 83.1% 12.1% 4.77◦ ± 2.00◦

2 15◦ 88.3% 8.7% 5.12◦ ± 2.55◦

attitude error seems reasonable, positioning is investigated

below.

B. Evaluation of Visual and GPS Accuracies

For the evaluation of the on–board sensors we acquired

images as well as GPS and IMU data at a fixed reference

point. Further, at the same point we recorded ground–truth

position data using a Novatel OEMV-2 L1/L2 Real-Time

Kinematic (RTK) receiver with an estimated precision of

0.02 m at the time of image acquisition. Fig. 8 depicts the

results in a nadir and oblique view. The reference point has

been chosen on the bridge of the atrium scene because even

D–GPS was not able to measure accurate positions on the

ground. The mean offset in the xy–plane for 10 measured

GPS points is 9.76 ± 1.31m, whereas the mean offset of

the 10 localized cameras is 0.52 ± 0.04m. This clearly

shows that the visual accuracy outperforms GPS localization,

especially in urban environments. The visual localization

offset of 0.52 m is still quite large; however, the very good

standard deviation of 4 cm given the distance to the scene of

approx. 20 m makes us believe that this is due to inaccuracies

in the alignment or calibration process.

We made another interesting observation in the course of

producing these ground–truth results: Visual localization did

not work for any acquired image on the atrium’s bridge in

a height of approx. 13m over ground when using the initial

visual landmark. Only after updating the landmark using

our adaptive localization algorithm were we able to localize

the MAV, which again shows that our proposed approach is

beneficial.

Based on these results, we assume that GPS localization

is inaccurate and therefore select a rather high value of

thposition = 20m. It thus acts as a sanity check for localiza-

tion in large models with repetitive structures. The selection

of the attitude threshold thattitude was done by evaluating

the valid localizations, the according drop rates by vali-

dation, and the resulting mean attitude errors µ(eattitude).
Tab. I shows that for increasing thattitude the ratio Rvalid

and µ(eattitude) increase, whereas Rinvalid decreases. The

selection of the threshold, in our case thattitude = 10◦,

is a trade-off between detection rates, outlier removal, and

expected IMU accuracy, and it corresponds to earlier work

on comparing visual and inertial data [21].

Table II
LONG-TERM LOCALIZATION RESULTS: LOCALIZATION BASED ON THE

INITIAL VISUAL LANDMARK (FLIGHT 1@0, FLIGHT 2@0) IS COMPARED

TO LOCALIZATION BASED ON ADAPTED VISUAL LANDMARKS. NO

FURTHER INCREMENTAL UPDATES WERE PERFORMED ON THE RESULT.

Flight Rvalid Rinvalid µ(Mu) µ(Ip3p) µ(Ieff )
1@0 62.8% 3.1% 56.6 21.4 9.1
1@2 73.6% 2.7% 60.4 23.7 10.2

2@0 74.5% 11.3% 73.5 34.1 15.2
2@1 79.7% 11.3% 80.4 38.9 17.4

C. Evaluation for Long-Term Localization

Long-term localization represents the localization of a

flight using a model that has been updated by previous

flights. In this experiment we evaluate the improvements

in localization rate and quality from the initial model to

an automatically adapted model. Tab. II shows that using

a model updated by previous flights improves the detection

rate by up to 17%, and the measurements for the localization

quality µ(Munique), µ(Ip3p), and µ(Ieff ) are also improved.

In other words, flying several times in the same area and

using the updated model of previous flights improves the

localizations of the current flight and allows incremental

improvement of the visual landmark. In contrast to visual

SLAM, where the environment is expected to be unknown

and the map is re-created for every flight, our approach is

able to use prior knowledge and collect visual data about

a certain area to improve localization results. We expect

that many other localization algorithms which rely on prior

knowledge, such as [22], will also benefit from our findings.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a framework for visual localization of

micro aerial vehicles in outdoor environments. Our approach

makes use of metric, geo–referenced visual landmarks based

on images taken by a consumer camera on the ground. Visual

landmarks serve as prior knowledge to the MAV and allow

robust, high–accuracy localization in urban environments

at 4 frames per second. Localization results generated by

our algorithm are in a world coordinate system, which

allows the MAV to switch seamlessly between GPS and

visual localization. Furthermore, it enhances scalability of

our virtual cameras to a world environment by selecting just

those which are in a rough environment of the GPS position.

We introduced a novel incremental feature update al-

gorithm which fuses in–flight information back into the

original scene model and improves localization results by

up to 30%, reaching a total rate of 83% in two exper-

iments. Although our method aims on improving high–

altitude flights, all quality measures such as the effective

inlier score improve as well. Convergence is ensured by

comparing the visual localization to attitude and position

information obtained from magnetic sensors and GPS. The

ground–truth evaluation using a differential GPS receiver



shows good results for localization accuracy and validates

our incremental feature update algorithm. In summary, while

our approach is conceptually simple and easy to implement,

it drastically improves the localization rate and is therefore

very valuable for practical applications.

In future work, we would like to push our framework

even more in the direction of long–term operation. While our

system can cope with localization failures and incrementally

updates the map, we do not consider dynamic changes yet.

We plan to employ a visual SLAM approach for short-term

localization on the vehicle using light-weight features, and

correct its pose estimate and map with geo–registered, drift-

and bias-free information delivered by our approach. The

SLAM module would also allow us to incorporate visibility

information and feature importance. Additionally, we plan

to employ the approach of Achtelik et al. [10] to use our

localization for autonomous control of the MAV.
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